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I. Overview
The models used to assess the Eastern Bering Sea (EBS) and Gulf of Alaska (GOA) stocks of Pacific cod
(Gadus macrocephalus) were reviewed during the dates March 14-18, 2011 by three scientists contracted
by the Center for Independent Experts (CIE). The reviewers were Drs. Yong Chen, Chris Darby, and
Jose DeOliveira. The reviewers’ reports were made available on April 22. This document summarizes
the recommendations contained in the reviewers’ reports. Recommendations cover not only the topics
contained in the ten Terms of Reference (Section II), but several other topics as well (Section III).
The procedure used to organize this document was as follows: Recommendations within each topic are
listed in alphabetical order by the reviewer’s last name and labeled with the reviewer’s initials. For each
reviewer, recommendations are listed in the order given in the reviewer’s report, except in cases where
recommendations have been moved between sections or subsections to improve the flow of the document.
In cases where a reviewer made exactly the same recommendation multiple times, the recommendation is
listed only once; in cases where a reviewer made approximately the same recommendation multiple
times, either the recommendations have been merged or only the most specific version of the
recommendation has been listed. Each recommendation is listed verbatim with enough accompanying
text to make the context clear. For ease of reference, each recommendation is followed by a short,
paraphrased summary (shown in italics, surrounded by square brackets). It should be emphasized that
these summaries are only “pointers” to the actual recommendations, and are not the recommendations
themselves.
Recommendations are color-coded as follows: black = a recommendation that would be handled most
appropriately by the senior assessment author (e.g., “estimate ageing error externally”), red = either a
recommendation that would be handled most appropriately by someone other than the senior assessment
author or a recommendation that the reviewer explicitly directed to someone other than the senior
assessment author (e.g, “continue existing research on age determination/validation”), blue = a
recommendation that would require programmatic change (e.g., “change requirements for observer
coverage”). Recommendations for additional information to be included in the SAFE report were among
those considered to be of this third type.
Table 1 lists the summarized recommendations. A total of 147 recommendations were catalogued, of
which 126 were unique (i.e., not duplicated by multiple reviewers). Dr. Chen contributed 61
recommendations, Dr. Darby 49, and Dr. DeOliveira 37.
II. Recommendations on topics contained in the Terms of Reference
Ten terms of reference (the first two of which were divided into four and three parts, respectively) were
specified. Reviewers were asked to make recommendations with respect to each of them, for both the
EBS and GOA Pacific cod models.
1: Use of age data
1a. Use of age composition data
YC1: Continue exploring various methods … to reduce the likelihood of having ageing errors before
ageing data are used in stock assessment. [Summary: continue existing research on age
determination/validation]
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YC2: Estimate age error probability either outside or inside the SS3 (personally I prefer it is estimated
outside of the model to reduce confounding of different components in the parameter estimation)….
Ageing errors and variations should be estimated outside the SS3 model. [Summary: estimate ageing
error externally]
YC3: I believe the age verification process currently employed by the AFSC is scientifically sound and
can yield results that can be directly incorporated into stock assessment modeling. [Summary: retain use
of age composition data]
YC4: Evaluate hypotheses of low catchability of age 2 fish in the survey. [Summary: explain missing 2year-olds in GOA survey]
YC5: However, the on-going and proposed research efforts in validating annulus may be complicated by
fish migrations and large temporal/spatial temperature stratifications in the stock areas, resulting in
inconclusive results. Other approaches such as using Pacific cod held in aquaculture facilities, evaluating
back-calculated size at age for annulus, and conducting more extensive tagging studies should be
explored for annuli validation. [Summary: expand existing research on age determination/validation]
YC7: Because age composition data were derived from subsamples of length composition data, using
both in the same survey is essentially equivalent to up-weighting size composition data. If both sets of
data are used in the SS3, they should be down-weighted accordingly so that this set of size (both age and
length) composition data has the same weight as other size composition data (e.g., having a weighting
factor of 0.5 for both age and length composition data in the survey if they are both used in the SS3).
[Summary: downweight age and length data if both are used]
CD1: The procedures for collection of otoliths and length samples are considered appropriate. [Summary:
retain current otolith and length sampling procedures]
CD2: Inclusion of the ageing error is appropriate - given the lack of agreement between readers.
[Summary: retain use of ageing error matrix]
CD3: Given that:
1. there is information on the error in the reading of the age, based on an agreed standard for
determining ages, and
2. there is a known potential bias within the age reading that is being investigated,
then the inclusion of the age composition data in the model fit is considered appropriate. [Summary:
retain use of age composition data]
CD4: If the research into age reading establishes a new protocol for determining the age of cod that is
accepted as the new standard, then one suggestion for reducing the uncertainty inherent in the assessment
would be to use otoliths collected from the commercial fishery at regular intervals (e.g. every three years)
to augment the survey information. This would require a relatively low increase in sampling levels but
would help to stabilize the model estimates from the increased information level. [Summary: if ageing
criteria change, include fishery age composition data]
JD1,2,3,4: Age composition data are valuable, and their continued use, coupled with an ageing error
matrix, is highly recommended. This approach is supported by ongoing research into age determination
methods and validation techniques, and this ongoing research is encouraged. The application to fishery
data is also encouraged. [Summaries: retain use of age composition data; retain use of ageing error
matrix; continue existing research on age determination/validation; include fishery age composition
data]
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1b. Use of mean-size-at-age data
YC7: Use of mean-size-at-age data in the model partially repeats the size composition information
already implied in length composition data and age composition data (if both used) in the model. This
may subjectively put extra weight on size composition data. If between-individual variability in growth
can be estimated outside the model (see my comments below), use of mean-size-at-age data in modeling
is not necessary. [Summary: if length-at-age variance estimated externally, omit size-at-age data]
CD5: Mean size at age was included within the model to allow the fitting of cohort specific growth. If this
model is not used then the data is not required. CIE runs 10 and 11 evaluated the removal of the mean size
at age. [Summary: if cohort-specific growth not used, omit size-at-age data]
CD6: As mean size-at-age is derived from the same information as the age composition data (age and
length frequency samples), the data are not strictly independent and therefore if it is to be included the
correlation with the age composition data should be considered carefully (halving the likelihood
component contribution?). [Summary: downweight age and size-at-age data if both are used]
JD5: The appropriate statistical treatment of non-independent data (e.g. when data based on the same
samples are used in two components of the overall likelihood) should be investigated. [Summary:
investigate appropriate weighting of non-independent data]
1c. Use of ageing bias as an estimated parameter
YC8: Given the complexity of the SS3 model, I believe it is difficult to interpret the estimation results for
ageing bias and variation in modeling. Because parameters are, to varying degrees, correlated, ageing bias
and variation may not be estimated independently of other parameters. These estimates may not reflect
real ageing errors and variations. Rather, they may reflect combined effects of errors and variations of all
data sources. An external estimate of ageing errors and variations may be a better way to incorporate the
uncertainty of this information in the stock assessment. [Summary: estimate ageing bias externally]
CD7: The bias estimated by the model will arise partially from the laying down of false rings, as
highlighted by the otolith chemistry studies, but could also result from an inappropriate formulation of the
growth curve - in terms of either, the use of a single growth curve when variable growth is more
appropriate, or a formulation that is not sufficiently flexible to model the specific seasonal (and regional)
characteristics of the length data from the fishery. [Summary: consider variable/flexible growth as an
alternative to ageing bias]
CD8,9: One area of concern is the modeling of bias as a single value starting at age 2 and which is
modeled as a parameter with a symmetric distribution. If the bias results from the formation of false rings
then would not bias increase with age as the opportunity to form false rings increases? In addition, the
study by Kastelle et al. indicated that many of the otolith ages were read correctly for the remainder age
was over-estimated – this would seem to imply an asymmetric bias. [Summaries: constrain ageing bias to
increase with age; revise SS to allow for asymmetric ageing bias]
JD6: The feasibility of internal estimation of ageing error bias should be explored (the runs considered by
the review panel were not focused enough to consider this properly). [Summary: explore internal
estimation of ageing bias]
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1d. External estimation of between-individual variability in size at age
YC9: I suggest back-calculating length-at-age data using otoliths to derive length at each age for each fish
with its corresponding otolith sample. A nonlinear random effects model explicitly assumes that an
individual’s growth parameters are samples taken from a multivariate distribution, which can then be
applied to the back-calculated length at age data (Hart 2001; Pilling et al. 2002) to estimate betweenindividual variability. [Summary: estimate length-at-age variance by otolith back-calculation]
CD10,11,12: Presentations to the review established that estimation of between-individual variability in
size at age could not be achieved internally…. Models 5 and 6 fitted to the BSAI cod and 5 fitted to the
GOA cod both estimate variances for the standard deviation of mean length at age that are significantly
larger than the majority of the observations. The method by which the external estimates are obtained and
entered as external estimates in the fitted models is considered appropriate at this stage in the model
development. However, … there appears to be curvature in the data at increasing size at age. Is this an
artifact of temporal changes in the linear relationship such that plotting them together appears curvilinear
or is a more complex relationship between the standard deviation and mean length? [Summaries: estimate
length-at-age variance externally; retain current procedure for estimation of length-at-age variance;
investigate apparent curvilinearity of length-at-age variance]
JD7: The provision of external estimates of between-individual variability in size-at-age data should
continue as is (efforts to estimate them internally were not successful). [Summary: retain current
procedure for estimation of length-at-age variance]
2: Data partitioning/binning
2a. Catch data partitioned by year, season, and gear
YC10: Given the strong seasonality in fishing activity and large differences in catchability/selectivity
among different gears, I believe the current partition of catch by year, season, and gear is a reasonable and
logical approach. [Summary: retain current partitioning of catch data by year, season, gear]
YC11: However, the variability of catch quality among years, seasons and gears needs to be carefully
evaluated. [Summary: evaluate variability of catch data quality by year, season, gear]
YC12: Other sources of fishing mortality that are currently not included in the cod catch estimates also
need to be evaluated. These include baits used in crab fisheries, recreational fishing, subsistence fishing,
and research surveys. Part of Pacific cod mortality in the halibut fishery is also not included in the cod
catch because of lack of observer coverage. [Summary: include catch from all sources]
YC13: I suggest that observer coverage should not be determined by vessel size. Rather, it should be
determined by data needs, and should have a good representation of gear and vessel size composition in
the fishing fleet. [Summary: change requirements for observer coverage]
YC14: Because the current (catch accounting) program has some overlaps in catch reporting from
different sources, data from different sources can be compared and cross-validated. Such a study can
yield some insights about potential errors in catch estimates from different sources. [Summary: compare
and cross-validate catch data from different sources]
YC15: Given the importance of the catch data in the assessment, I suggest conducting an extensive
computer simulation study based on the data collected in the past to evaluate the effectiveness of the
current sampling/reporting system in yielding catch estimates, to evaluate potential error sources and
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levels of catch estimates, and to identify alternative sampling/reporting program designs. [Summary:
evaluate current catch sampling/reporting system via simulation]
YC16,17: I suggest estimating uncertainty associated with catch estimates to develop a plausible range of
catch estimates, which can be used to evaluate impacts of uncertainty associated with catch estimates on
stock assessment. [Summaries: estimate catch uncertainty; once catch uncertainty has been estimated,
evaluate its impacts]
CD13: Following an analysis of the seasonal structure of the amounts of catch landed by month the
optimal seasonal structure for the catch model was considered to comprise 5 seasons for BSAI and GOA
cod; differing by stock. Three selectivity periods are defined for each gear type which overlap the catch
seasons. The reasoning underlying the approach and the analysis to identify the seasonal components is
considered appropriate. [Summary: retain current seasonal structure for catch and selectivity]
CD14: I would have doubts about the utility of a collapsed model in which length compositions are mixed
across gears in proportions that have change markedly and quickly during the time series. [Summary: do
not aggregate catch across gears if selectivity is held constant]
JD8: Catch estimation for Pacific cod is underpinned by both industry reports and one of the most
comprehensive observer programs to be found anywhere (presentation 9 and report 20, Appendix 1).
Although variance estimates are not currently available, they are in the pipeline and could be used in
future to challenge the assumption of no error in total catch data in current assessment models. The
provision of these variance estimates should be encouraged, if practicable, to ensure the models are based
on appropriate assumptions regarding the catch data. [Summary: estimate catch uncertainty]
2b. Size composition data partitioned by year, season, gear, and 1-cm size intervals
YC18: Given the strong seasonality of fisheries and large differences in selectivity/catchability and
fishing seasons among gears, I believe the current partition of fisheries catch size composition by season
and gear is necessary and reasonable. The current seasonal partition also yields the best model in the most
recent assessment. [Summary: retain current partitioning of sizecomp data by season and gear]
YC19,20: Size composition data for fisheries catch are derived from various sources and are likely subject
to various errors. However, I did not see the quantification of uncertainty associated with size
composition estimates for fisheries data. In-depth analyses should be conducted to evaluate if the quality
of size composition data for fisheries catch vary with year, season and gear. Variation or confidence
intervals can be estimated for each size bin as indicators for uncertainty associated with size composition
data. [Summaries: quantify uncertainty associated with fishery sizecomp data; evaluate variability in
quality of fishery sizecomp data by year, season, gear]
YC21: Changes in many factors may influence selectivity/catchability in fisheries, which may affect catch
size compositions. For example, changes in baits used in longline and pot fisheries among years and
seasons may result in annual variations in catchability/selectivity. Squid, which were used in the past as
bait, tend to have high catchability, but haven’t been used on a large scale in current years because of high
prices. Such changes from year to year may influence size composition data and should be considered in
determining year block. More in-depth analyses should be conducted to identify factors that may affect
selectivity/catchability and evaluate how these factors vary among years and seasons to justify the
partitions of catch size composition by year and season. [Summary: justify blocks based on analysis of
factors that may affect selectivity]
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YC22: For a given model configuration, data of different fleets can be deleted one at a time to identify
which fleet has had the largest impact on the assessment. Those that have had limited impact can be
removed to improve model convergence. [Summary: omit fleets that have minimal impacts on the
assessment]
YC23: I suggest that more study be done in the future to explore the dynamic binning approach.
[Summary: explore dynamic binning]
YC24: It also should be noted that the size interval of 1 cm used to group length data implies that
measurement errors for fish length should be smaller than 1 cm. This is probably a reasonable
assumption, but should be explicitly evaluated and clearly defined to ensure that quality of data collected
is adequate for such fine binning. [Summary: evaluate precision of length measurements]
YC25: Area closure for Pacific cod fishing in the major Steller sea lion habitats in 2011 may affect
effective cod stock areas included in the stock assessment. Because of spatial variability in cod size
composition, lack of size composition data in major sea lion habitats from 2011 may introduce extra
variations in size composition data. Possible impacts of this closure on size composition data should be
evaluated and considered when partitioning size composition data by year. [Summary: evaluate effects of
recent SSL area closures on sizecomp data]
YC26: For survey catch-size composition data, errors should be relatively small, compared with fisheries
catch-size composition data. However, survey stations in EBS and AI are fixed, and more study is needed
to evaluate potential impacts of such a design on the quality of size composition data. Uncertainty
associated with size composition data should be estimated. [Summary: evaluate effects of survey sampling
design on sizecomp precision]
CD15: The finer 1-cm bin structure for the size composition data was introduced as a refinement to allow
the analysis of length to correspond to the scale at which the data was collected. In the range of lengths
for which large amounts of data are collected from the fishery by gear this is considered appropriate.
However, at the smallest and largest sizes finer binning introduces large numbers of zeroes in the length
distributions. Dynamic binning was examined at the meeting in runs GOA9 and CIE9 and appeared to be
the way forward. Questions were raised during the review about how SS3 treats sample sizes when
combining bins, and this should be investigated. [Summary: investigate treatment of sample size in SS
when merging bins]
JD9: Teresa A’mar raised the possibility of a coding error with how SS treats effective sample size when
combining bins. [Summary: investigate treatment of sample size in SS when merging bins]
JD10: Although the finer bin structure may be justified for smaller sizes, this might not be the case for
larger sizes, and a coarser bin structure should be explored for the latter. [Summary: explore coarser bin
structure for large sizes]
2c. Age composition data partitioned by year, season, and gear
CD16: Commercial fishery age composition data for a single year was used in earlier models for BSAI
and GOA cod but not in recent assessments. Use of a single year’s data can be problematic in terms of
weighting and therefore its omission is considered appropriate. [Summary: do not use the existing small
sample of fishery agecomp data]
CD17: The trawl survey for GOA cod is separated by length into sub-27 and 27-plus components, which
is carried out to help the model resolve a missing mode in the length frequency data for age 2 cod. The
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way in which the size composition is modeled is an artifact of the restriction to the SS program, this is not
ideal; it would be better to have an assessment model that allows allow for this, as the current solution
requires extra parameters to fit the model. [Summary: include a bimodal, parametric selectivity curve in
SS]
JD11: The partitioning of data to deal with data features (e.g. change in gear) and limitations in SS
functionality (e.g. lack of bi-modal selection) is sensible. [Summary: retain partitioning of GOA survey
data into sub-27 and 27+ ranges]
JD12: However, there are problems with the fit to the GOA sub-27 index (exact fits, indicating overparameterisation) that need looking into. [Summary: explore possible over-parameterization of GOA sub27 catchability]
JD13: The SS developer should be encouraged to include a bi-modal selectivity curve option to avoid the
ad-hoc length split, and thereby improve the general functionality of SS. [Summary: include a bimodal,
parametric selectivity curve in SS]
3: Functional form of the length-at-age relationship and estimating the parameters thereof
YC27: The Richards model, even though more general, provides no better fitting than the von
Bertalanffy growth function (VBGF) in one of the test runs conducted during the review. Thus,
VBGF is sufficient to describe the length-at-age relationship. [Summary: retain use of von Bertalanffy
growth]
YC28: Fitting length-at-age data outside the SS3 model to estimate a0 (age at size of 0) may be an option.
Because of the availability of small/young fish in surveys, it is likely that a0 should have a negative value
if this approach is taken. This negative a0 value can be fixed with the other two parameters being
estimated for VBGF in the SS3 model to ensure that the size at age 0 is positive. [Summary: estimate a0
externally]
YC29: Estimating VBGF parameters inside the SS3, although allowing for flexibility in adjusting growth
parameters to better fit size composition and data, may create unnecessary correlations between growth
and other life history and fishing processes. For a converged run, a close evaluation should be done for
the variance-covariance matrix to evaluate possible correlations between growth parameters and other
model parameters. High correlations should be biologically justified. If not, spurious correlations may
result from tradeoffs of different life history and fisheries processes in model fitting, and the estimates of
growth parameters (and other parameters, for this matter) should be questioned. [Summary: estimate
growth internally only if correlations are justifiable]
YC30: Alternatively, estimating growth parameters outside the SS3 may also be a choice, although this
may result in poor fitting of size composition data. [Summary: consider estimating all growth parameters
externally]
CD18: For the BSAI cod the model fitted with the new growth formulations had a worse fit to the data for
the GOA cod (which did not require the initial length to be constrained) there was a marked improvement
in the model fit. The Richard’s function is more flexible but there are problems in its fitting, potentially
implying that it is not flexible enough at the youngest ages/sizes. It would be beneficial, given the
potential link to bias estimation, to evaluate other functions if the Stock Synthesis author can be
encouraged to code them. [Summary: include more flexible growth functions in SS]
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JD14: The need to constrain one of the growth parameters to be positive to enable the Richards growth
curve to be used leads to poor model fits when this constraint becomes active (e.g. for EBS, but not for
GOA). This indicates that the constrained Richards model is actually less flexible than the unconstrained
Von Bertalanffy model in some cases, and that more flexible growth models should be considered.
[Summary: include more flexible growth functions in SS]
4: Number and functional form of selectivity curves estimated, including assumptions regarding which
selectivity curves should be forced to exhibit asymptotic behavior
YC31: Current choice of selectivity function tends to have large flexibility to let model fitting decide the
selectivity curves, although in some cases selectivity is forced to follow the curves. In many cases, there
is lack of justification for the choice of a particular selectivity function for a fishery. I believe relevant
hypotheses should be developed to explain the derived selectivity curves. This has not been done
explicitly, giving me an impression that the choice of selectivity function was rather ad hoc and even
arbitrary. [Summary: develop hypotheses to explain derived selectivity curves]
YC32: Forcing a selectivity curve to exhibit asymptotic behavior implies that fish in large sizes/ages are
100% available to and selected by fishing gear. Clearly, this may not be true for longline and pot because
they are passive fishing gears and more size selective. Because selectivity here also includes fish
availability to fishing gear, it is also hard to imagine that 100% of fish of any size class become available
to trawls. However, if fish of certain size classes become unavailable to fishing gears, they are not part of
exploitable stock biomass. In this case forcing selectivity to exhibit asymptotic behavior yields the
estimates of exploitable stock biomass. This should be considered in interpreting stock assessment results.
[Summary: consider the possible effect of partial availability to the fishery]
YC33: Seasonal selectivity is biologically justified because fishing activity is likely to vary greatly among
seasons and fish distribution and availability to fishing gears tend to have seasonal patterns. Thus, I
believe current seasonal selectivity is reasonable. [Summary: retain current partitioning of selectivity by
season]
YC34: The choice of time block for selectivity is rather arbitrary (BSAI). I believe that a random walk
over years may be a better choice. Once a model is run with random-walk selectivity over years, the
temporal trend of selectivity plots needs to be examined closely to identify any temporal pattern. The
identified temporal pattern can be used in the future to decide the time block for selectivity. For multiple
fleets, I believe we need to evaluate one fleet at a time for their temporal trend while holding others
constant. [Summary: evaluate selectivity trend using random walk, one fleet at a time]
CD19: This is clearly an area for which there is a need for more analysis, as is the case for this constraint
in the majority of stock assessments. In general targeted trawl fisheries are assumed to have asymptotic
selection, unless there are specific spatial or temporal reasons for assuming otherwise. If possible more
information from tagging studies or linkages to assumptions made in other assessments with known
selectivity for large fish by the same gears is required. [Summary: if possible, link selectivity to tagging
studies or other assessments]
CD20: Comparisons with the base model fits indicate improved diagnostics in the models fitted with the
block structure - indicating the need for modelling changes in time. However, it is not clear if the
transition points between blocks are appropriate and in some cases the variation in the selection,
especially at the largest sizes, could result from fitting to noise. Where there is evidence of a drift in
selection parameters in time, a time series approach should be considered (similar to that used for the
pollock assessment) and for those fleets which do not show significant change in time, a constant
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selection model should be adopted in order to remove as many selection parameters as possible.
[Summary: use random walk selectivity, hold constant where change is small]
JD15: The forcing of just one major fishery to have asymptotic selection (e.g. the Jan-Apr trawl fishery
for both stocks) should be explored. This is an alternative to the ad hoc approach used to force a number
of fisheries to exhibit such behaviour for EBS, but needs to be justifiable, given the additional parameters
that may be required. [Summary: force just one selectivity to be asymptotic, justify this assumption]
JD16: The inclusion of bi-modal selection may avoid some of the issues surrounding the fit to the sub-27
GOA survey index, and should be explored. [Summary: explore bimodal selectivity for GOA survey]
JD17: An alternative to block selectivity is to consider a constrained random walk over time, but if this is
not practicable, the current block structure could be justified given model selection criteria (this was not
verifiable during the meeting given the runs considered). [Summary: use random walk selectivity or
justify current blocks statistically]
5: Fixing the trawl survey catchability coefficient for the recent portion of the time series such that the
average product of catchability and selectivity across the 60-81 cm size range equals the point estimate
obtained by Nichol et al. (2007)
YC35: Given the limitation, this may be the best approach one can take. However, the study by Nichol et
al. (2007) was effectively based on 11 fish…. More studies (e.g., tagging, acoustic survey to identify
Pacific cod vertical distribution, and comparing catch from varying headlines) are needed to improve our
understanding of survey catchability. [Summary: conduct more studies on survey catchability, including
archival tags]
CD21: Adding to the data base of tags and releases in a larger area will enhance amount of information
available for fitting the assessment model. [Summary: increase the area of release in tagging studies]
CD22: It was a concern that a large proportion of the tags (released in the initial FIT study) were returned
very soon after the study started, which would imply a much higher exploitation rate than that estimated
by the assessment. This was discussed with those conducting the experiment who explained that the tags
were returned by vessels fishing in the area of the tagging very soon after release. It would be valuable to
attempt to guesstimate the mortality rates of the tags in time in order to ensure that localized high
exploitation rates are not resulting in problems. If possible, it would be useful to piggy-back tagging
studies, using conventional tags, onto the data storage tag studies to enable gear selection to be estimated
especially at the largest fish sizes. [Summary: add conventional tagging studies to future archival tag
studies]
JD18,19: The Nichol et al. study provided valuable insight into survey selectivity, but relied on a few
archival tags, resulting in estimates with poor precision. The assessments should continue to use the
Nichol et al. estimates, but any further work along these lines should be encouraged. [Summaries: retain
catchability estimates corresponding to Nichol et al. (2007); conduct more studies on survey catchability,
including archival tags]
6: Fixing the natural mortality rate at the value corresponding to Jensen’s (1996) Equation 7
YC36: At this point, M, estimated based on Jensen’s method, is perhaps the most reasonable choice.
[Summary: retain use of Jensen’s equation to estimate M]
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YC37: However, I believe age at maturity used to estimate M should be corrected if any ageing errors
were defined either inside or outside the model. [Summary: use unbiased age at maturity when applying
Jensen’s equation]
YC38: In the future, if a Bayesian approach is used in the assessment, I recommend that informative
priors be derived for M using M values estimated with different methods. [Summary: if approach is
Bayesian, derive M prior from alternative estimators]
CD23: Internal estimation of M was attempted in analysis CIE8. The model fit was considerably worse
indicating that there is not sufficient information within the current structure to develop alternative values.
The comments in this section apply to both the GOA and BSAI cod assessments. [Summary: estimate M
externally]
CD24: Natural mortality estimates have been estimated in previous assessments and were found to be
close to those used currently. Therefore the current fixed values are considered appropriate. [Summary:
retain current estimates of M]
CD25: It is likely that natural mortality varies (decreases) with age/size as has been estimated using
multispecies models for the North Sea by ICES working groups; however until such studies are available
for the Pacific cod the single value is considered appropriate to the current state of knowledge for the
stocks and the information contributing to their assessments. [Summary: once data are sufficient, use Mat-age from multispecies models]
CD26: As more information/studies becomes available, the externally estimated value can be updated; but
this should follow a full review of the model fits and consequences for management in a benchmark
meeting and not within the annual assessment process that is conducted each year. [Summary: change M
value only during off-cycle “benchmark” meetings]
JD20: The continued use of the Jensen-based natural mortality estimates is sensible, unless other reliable
studies (aimed at estimating natural mortality for Pacific cod) come to light. [Summary: retain current
estimates of M unless studies indicate otherwise]
7: Input sample sizes for size composition and age composition data, and input log-scale standard
deviations for survey abundance data
YC39: The variation calculated from the BS survey may not be correct because the current calculation of
standard error implicitly assumes that the survey follows a stratified random design, while the actual
survey follows systematic survey design. The standard deviation for the BS survey should be recalculated using the method consistent with the survey design. [Summary: adjust survey variances to
account for non-random design]
CD27: Early in the review it was highlighted by one of the panel members that the survey variance
calculations for the abundance indices were based on the formulation for random stratified surveys.
[Summary: adjust survey variances to account for non-random design]
CD28: The rescaling to an average of 300 balances the weighting given to the information from the age
and the gear and season size composition sources. This makes the assumption that data collected for ages
and size compositions are of equal quality/value in the fitted model. Data collected within a data source,
for instance size distributions from a fleet and season, maintain their relative weight within that
information set; this is appropriate. [Summary: retain current method for computing input N for
multinomial]
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CD29: If iterative fitting of the model using reweighting according to effective sample size is used, it is
possible that multi modal length distributions resulting from incoming recruitment year classes at the
smaller sizes could be downweighted at the expense of simpler size composition distributions. Similarly
fleets that have a very restricted selection range and simple distribution pattern such as the pot fishery
would be given a very high weighting at the expense of those with a broader range that encompasses a
number of modes from different year classes. This option was explored between assessments CIE11 and
CIE12 – the fit of the model to the simpler age structure of the combined commercial fleets in each
season dominated the model fit and the survey size distributions with more modes were considerably
down-weighted within the final model. [Summary: do not iteratively reweight input N for multinomial]
JD21: The process for deriving estimates of input sample size external to the model appears to be sensible
and should continue. [Summary: retain current method for computing input N for multinomial]
JD22: In order to investigate the influence of fishery size composition data on model outputs, an
additional run was carried out for which the size composition data received very low weight in the model
fit…. The fishery size composition data could not be entirely discounted (i.e. allocated zero weight)
because the data were still needed to estimate the fishery selectivity parameters. Compared with base run
CIE0, there are differences in the model output (e.g. larger Linf and large stock size at the start of the
time-series for CIE6), indicating that the fishery size composition data are having an impact, but general
stock trends are similar. Importantly, however, inclusion of the fishery size composition data leads to
more precise estimates of stock size (compare for example “ts7 Spawning biomass (mt) with 95
asymptotic intervals intervals.png” for the two models), which is important for the provision of
management advice. [Summary: do not downweight fishery sizecomp data]
JD23: Consideration should be given to a reviewer’s alternative suggestion to use number of stations/trips
rather than number of samples. [Summary: consider setting input N for multinomial equal to number of
trips]
JD24: The estimation of input standard deviations for the survey abundance data relies on the assumption
of randomness, but the EBS survey has a stratified systematic design, implying these standard deviation
estimates are not appropriate, and their estimation should be re-visited. [Summary: adjust survey
variances to account for non-random design]
8: Allowing for annual variability in trawl survey selectivity
YC40: I recommend that a general linear model (GLM) and/or general additive model (GAM) be
developed to include variables that are considered to be important in influencing survey catchability (e.g.,
temperature, bottom type, location, depth etc.) for developing a standardized survey abundance index.
Such indices can remove annual variations in catchability, thus improving the quality of the input data
and reducing the complexity of stock assessment model configuration…. Although SS3 has a built-in
capacity to accommodate potential temporal trends in selectivity/catchability/availability, I suggest
standardizing survey abundance index outside the SS3 to remove the temporal trend in
selectivity/catchability/availability. The temporal trend in selectivity/catchability/availability identified in
the standardization can also be compared with the temporal trend derived in the SS3 to identify possible
differences. [Summary: standardize survey abundance to remove environmental trends]
CD30: The surveys design is standardised as far as possible in terms of the trawl gear used, the time and
method of deployment, the vessels used to conduct the survey and the sampling procedures. There may be
variation in the availability of cod to the survey as a result of environmental change. Studies have
established that the spatial distribution of catch rates is related to the distribution of bottom water
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temperature in the year of the survey. The stratified design should cope with this change but it would
provide an interesting PhD to analyse the potential effects of the changes. [Summary: analyze effects of
environmental changes on survey selectivity]
CD31: Given the standardization of the survey it is surprising that the models are allowing for changes to
survey selectivity, at the youngest sizes/ages, which the survey design is attempting to minimize. It may
be that the models are fitting to noise. [Summary: force survey selectivity to be constant over time in the
model]
JD25: Survey catchability is strongly influenced by water temperature, and any attempts to incorporate
this knowledge and data into assessment to help quantify year-to-year changes in catchability (rather than
modelling annual variability in survey selectivity) should be explored. [Summary: tie changes in survey
selectivity to temperature, not time]
9: Setting the input standard deviation of log-scale recruitment (σR) equal to the standard deviation of the
estimated log-scale recruitment deviations
YC41: Fixing the σR value in the input data from Myers’ database or the standard deviation of log
recruitment derived in previous assessments may not be appropriate. In a given assessment year, I believe
adjusting the input standard deviation of log-scale recruitment (σR) equal to the standard deviation of the
estimated log-scale recruitment deviations reflects the current recruitment dynamics and is reasonable.
[Summary: estimate σR iteratively]
CD32: I have little experience of this and other reviewers will comment; however, as with the iterative
reweighting using effective sample size, … re-weighting of this form can lead to domination of
assessments by particular constraints or model components and if used without caution often leads to
misleading model fits. [Summary: do not estimate σR iteratively]
JD26: Consideration should be given to fixing σR externally to some sensible value (e.g. 0.6) rather than
using a time-consuming iterative procedure, which may be difficult to justify on statistical grounds.
[Summary: consider fixing σR at an assumed value]
10: Use of survey abundance data and non-use of fishery CPUE data in model fitting
YC42: A habitat suitability modeling approach (e.g., Chang et al. 2010) can be used to identify suitable
habitats for the Pacific cod, based on substrate map and ocean observatory data (or model data), to outline
potential habitat maps in the BSAI and GOA and evaluate whether survey sampling stations cover the all
effective habitat for cod in different age groups. Such an approach can also be used to project possible
changes in cod spatial distribution if key habitat variables (e.g., temperature) change. [Summary: use
habitat suitability to evaluate distribution vis-a-vis survey]
YC43: Fishery CPUE data are not a reliable abundance index for the Pacific cod stock. [Summary: do not
try to fit fishery CPUE data]
YC44: I suggest developing standardized fishery CPUE data (Stephens and McCall 2004) outside the SS3
to remove factors that may result in temporal variability in fishery catchability (Punt and Walker 2000;
Maunder and Punt 2004). The standardized fishery CPUE for each gear can then be compared to that of
each other gear and with the standardized survey abundance index outside the SS3 model to evaluate
differences in their temporal trends and develop hypotheses to explain possible differences. Such an
analysis outside the stock assessment model can cross check the data that play critical roles in quantifying
temporal trends of stock biomass and identify factors that may influence survey catchability and fishery
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CPUE. Attentions should be paid to those factors identified as important in influencing survey
catchability so that caution can be taken in future surveys to minimize impacts of these factors on survey
catchability. [Summary: standardize fishery CPUE data]
YC45: Current fishery CPUE data are not used in model fitting. However, these data are still included in
the model, which may create confusion. I recommend that the fishery CPUE data that are not used in
model fitting be removed from the model. [Summary: remove fishery CPUE data from the model]
YC46: If any analysis needs to be done between predicted stock biomass and CPUE of a fishery, they can
be done outside the model to avoid confusion. [Summary: compare survey and fishery CPUE externally]
CD33: The trawl survey for the BSAI cod stock is separated into two periods from 1981 and earlier (three
years), and 1982 onwards as a result of a gear change; the data from 1979 - 1981 do not include age
structure information. The early period data would not be expected to influence current stock size
estimates to any significant degree, the fit of the size composition curves is relatively poor for the survey,
and therefore there would seem to be little point in retaining it within the model fit. [Summary: remove
pre-1982 survey data from the EBS model]
CD34,35: The exclusion of fishery CPUE data from model fits is common practice. Unless standardized
the datasets can be:
1. representative of localized concentrations of the stock at particular times of year,
2. affected by gear improvements changing catchability, and
3. altered by management actions, market and fuel prices.
The current assessment fits the commercial CPUE data without using it in the objective function. This
provides illustrative trends for comparison with the model results and is considered appropriate. The
problem that will be encountered is explaining why the trends may differ if affected by the factors listed.
[Summaries: retain fishery CPUE data in the model; do not try to fit fishery CPUE data]
JD27: If there is no compelling reason to remove the pre-1982 data for EBS cod, then they should be
retained. [Summary: retain use of pre-1982 survey data in the EBS model]
JD28,29: Survey data are key to the Pacific cod assessment and should continue to form the basis of the
assessments. Continued inclusion of the fishery CPUE data in assessment models (although they are not
fitted) is useful for comparative purposes, and allows an independent check on model outputs.
[Summaries: retain fishery CPUE data in the model; do not try to fit fishery CPUE data]
III. Recommendations on topics other than those contained in the Terms of Reference
A. General modeling approach
YC47: In-depth analysis should be conducted to identify possible sources of uncertainty for a given set of
data and relevant analysis should be done to reduce the uncertainty and improve data quality BEFORE the
data are used in the stock assessment model. [Summary: identify/reduce uncertainty, improve quality of
all data before use]
YC48: Given the flexibility and many choices that SS3 provides for functions quantifying life history and
fishery processes, one needs to use background information of the collection of fishery and survey data,
fish life history theory, and local ecosystem to develop hypotheses to explain choices and resultant
estimates. If a result cannot be justified in a reasonable way, the assessment should be evaluated.
[Summary: justify choices/estimates involving life history, fishery processes]
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YC49: The recruitment is currently measured as the number of age 0 fish in the Pacific cod stock
assessment. I understand the number of age 0 fish is simply a reflection (discounted for natural mortality)
of the number of fish in older ages (say 3) because there is no fishing mortality. However, given that age
0 implies larval stage and that there are no observations in survey and fishery, the biological meaning of
the so-called recruitment is inappropriate and not well-defined. As it is defined, the current recruitment is
neither representative of fishery recruitment nor the number of fish larvae. Rather, it is an index of the
recruitment. Although this may not be an issue to fisheries stock assessment scientists, such a measure of
recruitment may be misused by others who are not familiar with the stock assessment. I believe it is more
appropriate to measure the fishery recruitment as the number of fish at an age group at which fish are
subject to fishing mortality (e.g., number of fish at age 3). [Summary: report “recruitment” as the
number of fish at age 3]
YC50: A Bayesian approach has not been fully incorporated in the BASI and GOA Pacific cod stock
assessment. Thus, uncertainty in the assessment has not been fully incorporated in the assessment and
stock projection under different harvest strategies. I would encourage future assessment to fully utilize
this function in the SS3. [Summary: use a fully Bayesian approach]
CD36,37: The need for such a time consuming process (jittering) results from the model structure pushing
the number of estimated parameters to the edge of what is estimable; the models are or are close to being
over-parameterised. The problem affects the review, the development time that the assessor can spend on
testing and evaluating the model and the quality control and sensitivity analysis that can be applied. There
is a trade-off between the number of parameters fitted and the practicality of the fitting in terms of the
time available for development, review and reporting to management. The stock assessments and the
assessor would benefit from reducing the parameterization, accepting that there will be uncertainty in
model estimates and developing management procedures that evaluate and allow for that uncertainty. The
management plan evaluations described by Teresa A’mar could form the basis for such a change but they
will be extremely difficult for such a complex, slow, model. [Summaries: reduce the number of
parameters in the models; if fewer parameters used, adjust for added uncertainty via MSE]
JD30,31: The need for a time-consuming process of “jittering” for each new model run to avoid local
minima and general problems of lack of convergence point to the data and model configuration being
pushed close to the limit in terms of being estimable. This problem affected the effectiveness of the
review, because on the whole, jittering was not possible during the meeting due to time constraints, and
panel members could not be confident (to the extent jittering gives such confidence) that results presented
during the meeting reflected the best fit for a given model configuration. More seriously, however, it
raises the possibility that the current models for EBS and GOA cod are too close to being overparameterised. There are procedures for investigating parameter redundancy (see e.g. Gimenez et al.
2004), and perhaps some of these should be employed for these models, if practicable. The model
configuration for CIE11 is one attempt towards simplification that may have some merit, and further
attempts along these lines should be encouraged. [Summaries: investigate parameter redundancy; reduce
the number of parameters in the models]
B. Possible future improvements to SS and R4SS
YC51: Outliers are likely to exist in input data used in the assessment, given that the data are derived
from different sources and are subject to different levels of errors. They may bias parameter estimation in
stock assessment. Robust likelihood functions can reduce impacts of outliers in size composition and
survey abundance index (Chen et al. 2003). [Summary: include “robust” likelihood functions in SS]
CD38: It is assumed that once a new SS program has been received it is tested by the assessment authors
to the extent that it can reproduce the previous assessments results with the same data. In addition if not
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already available a test data set with known parameter estimates and uncertainty that would be used to
benchmark new versions should be considered. [Summary: develop test data set to “benchmark” new
versions of SS]
JD32: During the meeting, a couple of potential coding problems in SS were identified. The first has
already been mentioned under TOR 2b above. The second relates to the lack of fit to the 2010 trawl
survey size composition data at the smallest sizes…. Given that these are mostly age 1, and given that the
recruitment deviation has nothing else to fit to, this lack of fit is surprising and may be indicative of a
coding error. [Summary: see whether bad fit to 2010 survey at small sizes is a coding error]
JD33: Particularly helpful during the meeting was to have the participation of another experienced
modeller (Teresa A’mar) who also had experience with using a graphics tool that could convert SS model
output into graphical displays (R4SS) – this proved very useful and essential for the review process.
Nevertheless, the graphics tool had some features that could be improved (e.g. it was not always clear
what some graphs referred to, and there were some problems with duplicated or failed outputs).
[Summary: clarify graphs, reduce redundancy, improve robustness in R4SS]
JD34: The fit to the GOA 1990 May-Aug Trawl survey size composition data produces enormous
residuals at the smaller sizes in “comp_lenfit_residsflt2sex1mkt0.png”, but these do not seem to show up
in “comp_lenfit_flt2sex1mkt0.png” – this may be easily explained, but needs looking into in case there is
a problem. [Summary: see why sizecomp fits, residuals do not always match in R4SS]
JD35: The model outputs from SS are not user-friendly, and in particular parameter names are not
intuitive or easy to identify (e.g. MGparm[4]?), so one suggestion is that a similar tool be developed for
non-graphical output so that model parameters and other useful diagnostics (e.g. likelihood component
values and RMSE “scores”) are easily identified and interpreted – this would be a huge help for
reviewers, and assessment authors may also find it a timesaving device for the own purposes. [Summary:
expand R4SS to summarize non-graphical output]
C. Future use of non-SS models
YC52: I believe some competitive models at different complexities should be developed for comparison
with the SS3. Dr. Teresa A’mar of AFSC is currently developing an operating model for management
strategy evaluation (MSE). With some modifications, this model has the potential to be used as a stock
assessment model. A comparative study of stock assessment, begot from different models, can help
improve understanding of fish population dynamics modeled by the SS3. [Summary: add non-SS-based
models, with varying levels of complexity]
CD39: The complexity of the SS program makes it difficult to compare the assessment results with runs
using other assessment programs, however, this should be attempted particularly with simpler models,
e.g. survey based, using alternative assessors to ease the burden on the current one. [Summary: add
simpler, non-SS-based models, using other assessors]
CD40: Given the data structures available for the assessment there are few if any alternative models for
the final assessment. Given the high dependency on the one system, a custom built approach could be
developed (as a research project?) to provide an alternative; alternatively a test data set that reproduces
the characteristics of the cod stocks should be considered (as is being constructed by Teresa A’mar) as a
priority so that evaluation of the current model formulations and changes to them can be examined against
known solutions. [Summary: develop EBS and GOA Pcod test data sets to evaluate models]
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JD36: Another issue is the debate about whether stock assessment should be “custom-built”, or whether
“off the shelf” modelling frameworks should be used. There are pros and cons on both sides of the
argument…. There are a few examples of compromises for the Pacific cod models to enable the SS
framework to continue to be used (e.g. lack of bi-modal selection for GOA leading to a split in the survey
data, and lack of constrained random walk over time leading to selectivity by time blocks), but given that
these models appear to have reached their limit in terms of complexity within SS (a cause of the jitter
problem?), perhaps now is the time to revisit this debate? [Summary: consider replacing SS-based models
entirely]
D. Annual assessment and review processes
YC53: I recommend that retrospective analysis be conducted for all models considered in the stock
assessment to evaluate nature (positive or negative) and magnitude of retrospective errors….
Retrospective errors should be carefully evaluated for the estimates of stock biomass, fishing mortality,
and recruitment. [Summary: conduct retrospective analyses of all models]
YC54: Previous efforts were focused on accommodating many different requests for model
configurations. I believe more effort should be spent on model diagnoses to identify if the model
assumptions, implicit and explicit, have been violated. This involves evaluating residual patterns for
distributional assumptions, CVs of each estimated parameters to identify if an estimated parameter is
significant, and the variance-covariance matrix to identify possible correlations between different
parameters (and then to see if such a correlation can be justified biologically). [Summary: increase
attention to residual patterns and variances/covariances]
YC55: The model used in the previous year’s assessment model should be included automatically in the
next year’s assessment as a background check for the model consistency. [Summary: always include
previous year’s model in the new assessment]
YC56: Future assessment should try to keep the stock assessment model relatively stable to avoid amongmodel variability over years. [Summary: keep the assessment model relatively stable over time]
YC57: Many model configurations were used over the time. I recommend analyzing among model
variations (for all the final models used different years) to improve understanding of the model
performance and possible management implications of making changes to the models over time.
[Summary: examine effects of model changes on performance, management]
YC58: The Plan Team and SSC need to discuss and recommend a set of criteria that are well defined and
measureable for choosing the stock assessment model. [Summary: determine model selection criteria in
advance]
YC59: The Pacific cod may have a metapopulation structure in the BSAI. This stock spatial structure may
call for separate area management for the BS and AI. A separate stock assessment for BS and AI seems to
be a logical way to start this process. [Summary: develop separate stock assessments for BS and AI]
CD41: There is a heavy reliance on a key stock assessor for the production and presentation of the
assessment and output for the two stocks. This reliance on one person could present problems and can
result in an excessive workload at key times, especially if the stocks decline towards the SSB threshold at
which severe restrictions are imposed. If, as has been suggested, the Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands
assessment region is divided into two stocks, … then the workload of the key assessor will become
impractical. [Summary: if BS and AI assessments are separated, use different assessors]
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CD42: Part of the heavy workload results from the requirement for the assessor to run a series of
exploratory models as suggested by members of the public, reviewers etc. prior to each annual meeting.
This is considered excessive and can place undue pressure on the assessment team whilst also introducing
a perception of uncertainty/instability with respect to the assessment process. [Summary: reduce number
of exploratory models]
CD43: ICES has introduced a system of benchmarking of its assessments in which assessment models are
reviewed at a scientific meeting which agrees the best model structure and data sources available at that
time. The structure and data sources are then frozen, apart from the addition of new data each year, and
the assessment run as an update for a fixed number of years - unless evidence is presented of the need for
a new review. At the end of the agreed time frame the process is repeated, the biology of the stock,
available data and potential models are investigated, information sources agreed and the cycle restarted….
Such a cycle would allow the stock assessors to concentrate on each stock in alternate years (for instance)
so that development can be evaluated in a more relaxed time frame compared the current system which is
trying to deliver the best science for two (potentially three) stocks simultaneously. [Summary: freeze
model structure for a pre-determined number of years]
CD44,45: One way in which the workload could be reduced is to separate the information within the
assessment report into two documents; currently the report has a split personality. It tries to present the
technical aspects of the collection of the new data available each year from the surveys and observer
program, the diagnostics from the model fit to the updated data and also provide a non-technical summary
of the output for managers and the SAFE report. The report does not provide the full set of details
required for a full and detailed review of the model. This is especially the case when a variety of runs
have been evaluated following suggestions from the members of the public and management team. It
cannot summarize the build up to the final assessment, sensitivity analysis and consequences for
management without being too large to produce each year. An approach that has been used elsewhere is
the production of an annual technical report that can be used by reviewers and a summary report for
managers that can be updated with new information each year if it is available and relevant. A lot of what
is required for the technical report can be automated. [Summaries: split assessment report into
“technical” and “summary” reports; add more detail to the technical assessment report]
CD46,47: As part of the review process it was very difficult to determine the degree of variation that has
occurred in the estimated stock and management metrics between the consecutive assessments. ICES and
others produce two forms of quality control diagrams, as part of their annual reporting, that give insight
into the variation from year to year in the perception of stock status:
1. Retrospective analysis - the final agreed model structure fitted, stepping backwards in time,
removing a year of data each time
2. Quality control diagrams – showing the results of the final agreed assessment from each year
It is suggested that as part of the reporting process such diagrams and their equivalent on a relative scale
(e.g. SSB / SSB25% as that is the scale used for management) be considered. [Summaries: conduct
retrospective analysis of final model; add time series of all historical assessment results to SAFE]
JD37: A related point is that the annual process of coming up with the best assessment seems to have
become extremely time-consuming, and raises the question about whether things really are changing that
much from year to year (reflected by year-to-year changes in model structure), or whether one is just
essentially modelling noise…. An alternative approach would be to settle on a particular model structure
for a longer period (say 3-5 years), because real change would probably only be detected on such a timescale anyway. Of course, detailed work on the next model can continue in the interim period, making use
of the latest scientific research, but also keeping an eye on the current model to make sure that
assumptions are not violated to the extent that the model leads to poor management decisions. [Summary:
freeze model structure for a pre-determined number of years]
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E. Harvest strategy evaluation
YC60: Although the SS3 has projection capacity, it has no built-in component for MSE. I believe ongoing
research efforts to develop an MSE framework for the Pacific cod can provide an important analytical
tool to evaluate alternative management strategies and their associated risks. [Summary: continue existing
MSE work]
YC61: Recent assessments incorporate the model projection. I recommend that the performance of the
projection done in the past assessment be evaluated, retrospectively, to evaluate their performance in
achieving the management objectives. [Summary: evaluate performance of last year’s projection vis-à-vis
objectives]
CD48: The harvest strategies for the two cod stocks cod (and for other fish stocks in the region) are
constructed from sound theoretical reference levels for fisheries systems assumed to be in equilibrium.
However, even though the mortality rate has remained well below the target level, following a series of
low recruitments to the stock, there was been a decline in SSB to just above B35% for both cod stocks….
This suggests that although a HCR based on the theoretical equilibrium population structure might be
expected to perform well, in reality if fishing at the MaxFABC had been permitted the current
management plan structure could lead to closure of the fishery with greater frequency than would be
expected. The response of the stock at lower levels of exploitation than defined by the HCR, suggests that
the HCR may not robust to auto-correlation…. It is suggested that, if they have not already been
conducted in the design of the current HCR, evaluations of the HCR of the form described by Teresa
A’mar in are conducted. Recruitment autocorrelation should be part of the operating model in order to
evaluate the performance of the current HCR with recruitment series that approximate the observed series
rather than based on random re-sampling from a fitted equilibrium curve. [Summary: incorporate
recruitment autocorrelation into existing MSE work]
CD49: The presentation by Teresa A’mar discussed ongoing work to evaluate the management plan used
for the cod stocks. This should be fully supported. This recommendation is based on a series of
observations from the review process:
1. The first concerns the decrease in stock biomass when the exploitation rate has been low
throughout the recent time period in comparison to the potential target levels that could be
achieved under the management plan.
2. The second observation is that the cod review raised a number of questions that may not have
well defined estimates (e.g. natural mortality levels) but the sensitivity of the model estimates and
the outcome of the harvest control rule to their effects could be evaluated and included within
modified plans. Some suggestions for the study would be:
a) The sensitivity of the stock and fishery outcomes to autocorrelation in recruitment rather
than based on random re-sampling from a fitted equilibrium curve.
b) The assumptions concerning natural mortality.
c) The form of the stock and recruit relationship.
d) The lack of agreement in ageing cod and the impact of bias.
e) The frequency of the trawl survey series in the GOA.
Whilst the study would not a definitive answer to all issues, especially as modeling the cap on total catch
in the Bering Sea would is problematic, it would highlight key areas of model and HCR sensitivity that
could be addressed by modifications to the rule. [Summary: continue existing MSE work]
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Table 1: Recommendations (page 1 of 3). "Sec."=section, "Sub."=subsection, "Rec."=recommendation,
"Tot." = total recommendation number, "Uni." = unique recommendation no. (duplicates excluded)
Sec. Sub. Rec.
II
1a YC1
II
1a YC2
II
1a YC3
II
1a YC4
II
1a YC5
II
1a YC6
II
1a CD1
II
1a CD2
II
1a CD3
II
1a CD4
II
1a JD1
II
1a JD2
II
1a JD3
II
1a JD4
II
1b YC7
II
1b CD5
II
1b CD6
II
1b JD5
II
1c YC8
II
1c CD7
II
1c CD8
II
1c CD9
II
1c JD6
II
1d YC9
II
1d CD10
II
1d CD11
II
1d CD12
II
1d JD7
II
2a YC10
II
2a YC11
II
2a YC12
II
2a YC13
II
2a YC14
II
2a YC15
II
2a YC16
II
2a YC17
II
2a CD13
II
2a CD14
II
2a JD8
II
2b YC18
II
2b YC19
II
2b YC20
II
2b YC21
II
2b YC22
II
2b YC23
II
2b YC24
II
2b YC25
II
2b YC26
II
2b CD15

Tot.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Uni.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
3
9
3
8
1
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
22
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
30
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Summary of recommendation
continue existing research on age determination/validation
estimate ageing error externally
retain use of age composition data
explain missing 2-year-olds in GOA survey
expand existing research on age determination/validation
downweight age and length data if both are used
retain current otolith and length sampling procedures
retain use of ageing error matrix
retain use of age composition data
if ageing criteria change, include fishery age composition data
retain use of age composition data
retain use of ageing error matrix
continue existing research on age determination/validation
include fishery age composition data
if length-at-age variance estimated externally, omit size-at-age data
if cohort-specific growth not used, omit size-at-age data
downweight age and size-at-age data if both are used
investigate appropriate weighting of non-independent data
estimate ageing bias externally
consider variable/flexible growth as an alternative to ageing bias
constrain ageing bias to increase with age
revise SS to allow for asymmetric ageing bias
explore internal estimation of ageing bias
estimate length-at-age variance by otolith back-calculation
estimate length-at-age variance externally
retain current procedure for estimation of length-at-age variance
investigate apparent curvilinearity of length-at-age variance
retain current procedure for estimation of length-at-age variance
retain current partitioning of catch data by year, season, gear
evaluate variability of catch data quality by year, season, gear
include catch from all sources
change requirements for observer coverage
compare and cross-validate catch data from different sources
evaluate current catch sampling/reporting system via simulation
estimate catch uncertainty
once catch uncertainty has been estimated, evaluate its impacts
retain current seasonal structure for catch and selectivity
do not aggregate catch across gears if selectivity is held constant
estimate catch uncertainty
retain current partitioning of sizecomp data by season and gear
quantify uncertainty associated with fishery sizecomp data
evaluate variability in quality of sizecomp data by year, season, gear
justify blocks based on analysis of factors that may affect selectivity
omit fleets that have minimal impacts on the assessment
explore dynamic binning
evaluate precision of length measurements
evaluate effects of recent SSL area closures on sizecomp data
evaluate effects of survey sampling design on sizecomp precision
investigate treatment of sample size in SS when merging bins
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Table 1: Recommendations (page 2 of 3). "Sec."=section, "Sub."=subsection, "Rec."=recommendation,
"Tot." = total recommendation number, "Uni." = unique recommendation no. (duplicates excluded)
Sec. Sub. Rec.
II
2b JD9
II
2b JD10
II
2c CD16
II
2c CD17
II
2c JD11
II
2c JD12
II
2c JD13
II
3 YC27
II
3 YC28
II
3 YC29
II
3 YC30
II
3 CD18
II
3 JD14
II
4 YC31
II
4 YC32
II
4 YC33
II
4 YC34
II
4 CD19
II
4 CD20
II
4 JD15
II
4 JD16
II
4 JD17
II
5 YC35
II
5 CD21
II
5 CD22
II
5 JD18
II
5 JD19
II
6 YC36
II
6 YC37
II
6 YC38
II
6 CD23
II
6 CD24
II
6 CD25
II
6 CD26
II
6 JD20
II
7 YC39
II
7 CD27
II
7 CD28
II
7 CD29
II
7 JD21
II
7 JD22
II
7 JD23
II
7 JD24
II
8 YC40
II
8 CD30
II
8 CD31
II
8 JD25
II
9 YC41
II
9 CD32

Tot.
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98

Uni.
43
44
45
46
47
48
46
49
50
51
52
53
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
63
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
75
76
77
76
78
79
75
80
81
82
83
84
85

Summary of recommendation
investigate treatment of sample size in SS when merging bins
explore coarser bin structure for large sizes
do not use the existing small sample of fishery agecomp data
include a bimodal, parametric selectivity curve in SS
retain partitioning of GOA survey data into sub-27 and 27+ ranges
explore possible over-parameterization of GOA sub-27 catchability
include a bimodal, parametric selectivity curve in SS
retain use of von Bertalanffy growth
estimate a0 externally
estimate growth internally only if parameter correlations justified
consider estimating all growth parameters externally
include more flexible growth functions in SS
include more flexible growth functions in SS
develop hypotheses to explain derived selectivity curves
consider the possible effect of partial availability to the fishery
retain current partitioning of selectivity by season
evaluate selectivity trend using random walk, one fleet at a time
if possible, link selectivity to tagging studies or other assessments
use random walk selectivity, hold constant where change is small
force just one selectivity to be asymptotic, justify this assumption
explore bimodal selectivity for GOA survey
use random walk selectivity or justify current blocks statistically
conduct more studies on survey catchability, including archival tags
increase the area of release in tagging studies
add conventional tagging studies to future archival tag studies
retain catchability estimates corresponding to Nichol et al. (2007)
conduct more studies on survey catchability, including archival tags
retain use of Jensen’s equation to estimate M
use unbiased age at maturity when applying Jensen’s equation
if approach is Bayesian, derive M prior from alternative estimators
estimate M externally
retain current estimates of M
once data are sufficient, use M-at-age from multispecies models
change M value only during off-cycle “benchmark” meetings
retain current estimates of M unless studies indicate otherwise
adjust survey variances to account for non-random design
adjust survey variances to account for non-random design
retain current method for computing input N for multinomial
do not iteratively reweight input N for multinomial
retain current method for computing input N for multinomial
do not downweight fishery sizecomp data
consider setting input N for multinomial equal to number of trips
adjust survey variances to account for non-random design
standardize survey abundance to remove environmental trends
analyze effects of environmental changes on survey selectivity
force survey selectivity to be constant over time in the model
tie changes in survey selectivity to temperature, not time
estimate σR iteratively
do not estimate σR iteratively
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Table 1: Recommendations (page 3 of 3). "Sec."=section, "Sub."=subsection, "Rec."=recommendation,
"Tot." = total recommendation number, "Uni." = unique recommendation no. (duplicates excluded)
Sec. Sub. Rec. Tot. Uni. Summary of recommendation
II
9 JD26 99 86 consider fixing σR at an assumed value
II
10 YC42 100 87 use habitat suitability to evaluate distribution vis-a-vis survey
II
10 YC43 101 88 do not try to fit fishery CPUE data
II
10 YC44 102 89 standardize fishery CPUE data
II
10 YC45 103 90 remove fishery CPUE data from the model
II
10 YC46 104 91 compare survey and fishery CPUE externally
II
10 CD33 105 92 remove pre-1982 survey data from the EBS model
II
10 CD34 106 93 retain fishery CPUE data in the model
II
10 CD35 107 88 do not try to fit fishery CPUE data
II
10 JD27 108 94 retain use of pre-1982 survey data in the EBS model
II
10 JD28 109 93 retain fishery CPUE data in the model
II
10 JD29 110 88 do not try to fit fishery CPUE data
III
A YC47 111 95 identify/reduce uncertainty, improve quality of all data before use
III
A YC48 112 96 justify choices/estimates involving life history, fishery processes
III
A YC49 113 97 report "recruitment" as the number of fish at age 3
III
A YC50 114 98 use a fully Bayesian approach
III
A CD36 115 99 reduce the number of parameters in the models
III
A CD37 116 100 if fewer parameters used, adjust for added uncertainty via MSE
III
A JD30 117 101 investigate parameter redundancy
III
A JD31 118 99 reduce the number of parameters in the models
III
B YC51 119 102 include "robust" likelihood functions in SS
III
B CD38 120 103 develop test data set to "benchmark" new versions of SS
III
B JD32 121 104 see whether bad fit to 2010 survey at small sizes is a coding error
III
B JD33 122 105 clarify graphs, reduce redundancy, improve robustness in R4SS
III
B JD34 123 106 see why sizecomp fits, residuals do not always match in R4SS
III
B JD35 124 107 expand R4SS to summarize non-graphical output
III
C YC52 125 108 add non-SS-based models, with varying levels of complexity
III
C CD39 126 109 add simpler, non-SS-based models, using other assessors
III
C CD40 127 110 develop EBS and GOA Pcod test data sets to evaluate models
III
C JD36 128 111 consider replacing SS-based models entirely
III
D YC53 129 112 conduct retrospective analyses of all models
III
D YC54 130 113 increase attention to residual patterns and variances/covariances
III
D YC55 131 114 always include previous year's model in the new assessment
III
D YC56 132 115 keep the assessment model relatively stable over time
III
D YC57 133 116 examine effects of model changes on performance, management
III
D YC58 134 117 determine model selection criteria in advance
III
D YC59 135 118 develop separate stock assessments for BS and AI
III
D CD41 136 119 if BS and AI assessments are separated, use different assessors
III
D CD42 137 120 reduce number of exploratory models
III
D CD43 138 121 freeze model structure for a pre-determined number of years
III
D CD44 139 122 split assessment report into "technical" and "summary" reports
III
D CD45 140 123 add more detail to the technical assessment report
III
D CD46 141 124 conduct retrospective analysis of final model
III
D CD47 142 125 add time series of all historical assessment results to SAFE
III
D JD37 143 121 freeze model structure for a pre-determined number of years
III
E YC60 144 126 continue existing MSE work
III
E YC61 145 127 evaluate performance of last year's projection vis-à-vis objectives
III
E CD48 146 128 incorporate recruitment autocorrelation into existing MSE work
III
E CD49 147 126 continue existing MSE work
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